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Welcome to our Spring Auction
22nd February - April 9th 2021

We have over 60 unique and exciting experiences and items available 
in our Spring Auction.

There is something for everyone, whether you fancy a weekend away 
to spot the British Swallowtail, would rather relax with family or 

friends over an eco cheese tasting experience, or want to try moth 
trapping in your own garden.

Plus we’ve also got a wonderful array of art, items to help keep the 
kids entertained and some beautiful pieces of jewellery, including a 

brooch from actress Joanna Lumley’s personal collection. 

By taking part, you’ll be helping us to celebrate wildlife, champion 
conservation and help ensure butterflies and moths can thrive long 

into the future. 

Explore the wonderful items available in this booklet or visit https://
givergy.uk/ButterflyConservation

If you do not have access to the internet but would like to make a bid, 
please phone us on 01929 400209.

Lot 1 British Swallowtail Weekend Break   Donated by Greenwings
Lot 2 Classic car experience, stay & wildlife walk   Donated by Maurice Avent
Lot 3 Four-night Kendal break with butterfly tours  Donated by Chris & Claire Winnick
Lot 4 Purple Emperor Butterfly Safari for two    Donated by Knepp
Lot 5 Marsh Fritillary walk with BC scientist for 6   Donated by Butterfly Conservation
Lot 6 Cryptic Wood White walk in N. Ireland for 6   Donated by Butterfly Conservation
Lot 7 A champagne tour of Spencer House for six  Donated by Spencer House
Lot 8 Bombay Sapphire gin masterclass for 2 people  Donated by Bombay Sapphire
Lot 9 Golf for four people at Cumberwell Park   Donated by Cumberwell Park
Lot 10 Online eco cheese tasting experience for 6   Donated by Cambridge Cheese Co.
Lot 11 Online eco cheese tasting experience for 6   Donated by Cambridge Cheese Co.
Lot 12 Two tickets to Eugene Onegin opera   Donated by Karen & Mike Goldie-Morrison
Lot 13 Overnight stay in heart of Winchester City   Donated by Mercure Winchester Wessex
Lot 14 Online Gin Tasting experience - Papillon Gin  Donated by Papillon Gin
Lot 15 Traveller BGA ED 8x32 Binoculars    Donated by Opticron



Lot 16 NHBS Moth trap & masterclass with scientist  Donated by NHBS
Lot 17 Nylon top Kite net (frame and net bag)   Donated by Watkins & Doncaster
Lot 18 Bird Feeder Bundle     Donated by CJ Wildlife
Lot 19 A pair of Heritage Apple Trees    Donated by Habitat Aid
Lot 20 Boxwild Bird Feeding Hamper    Donated by Boxwild
Lot 21 Sophia Webster ‘Chiara’ Stiletto Sandals   Donated by Sophia Webster
Lot 22 Butterfly Clothing Bundle     Donated by Teemill
Lot 23 Butterflies Weekend Oundle Bag    Donated by Sophie Allport
Lot 24 Joanna Lumley Brooch     Donated by Joanna Lumley
Lot 25 Eco silver butterfly bracelet by Fen and Co   Donated by www.fenandco.com
Lot 26 Ladies grey watch with rose gold plated case  Donated by Limit Watches
Lot 27 Ladies black watch with gold plated case   Donated by Limit Watches
Lot 28 Ladies pink watch with silver coloured case   Donated by Limit Watches
Lot 29 Ladies white watch with rose gold plate case  Donated by Limit Watches
Lot 30 3D Artwork with gold leaf butterfly   Donated by Lorna Doyan
Lot 31 My Garden Moths Poplar Hawkmoth Original Art  Donated by Julia Manning
Lot 32 My Garden Moths Eyed Hawkmoth Original Art  Donated by Julia Manning
Lot 33 Large Blue Felt Artwork by Rebecca Wheeler   Donated by Rebecca Wheeler @fungi_felted
Lot 34 Signed butterflies print by Richard Lewington  Donated by Richard Lewington
Lot 35 Marbled White charcoal drawing by Kate Lynch  Donated by Kate Lynch
Lot 36 3D Butterfly Framed Poster    Donated by Butterfly Conservation
Lot 37 Butterfly Poster (Flat or 3D)    Donated by Butterfly Conservation
Lot 38 Hibernating Peacock Butterfly Sculpture   Donated by JK Brown
Lot 39 Signed Richard Lewington Print    Donated by Richard Lewington
Lot 40 Signed Gordon Benningfield Butterfly print   Donated by Butterfly Conservation
Lot 41 Sophia Webster ‘Chiara’ Sandals for Children  Donated by Sophia Webster
Lot 42 Colour-in Butterfly Bundle    Donated by EatSleepDoodle.co.uk
Lot 43 Children’s Butterfly Kit Bundle    Donated by CJ Wildlife
Lot 44 Children’s storytelling adventure with author  Donated by Ewa Prokop
Lot 45 Stratford Butterfly Farm family season pass  Donated by Stratford Butterfly Farm
Lot 46 Highgrove Hamper from HRH The Prince of Wales  Donated by HRH Prince Charles
Lot 47 Signed Chris Packham Book - Back to Nature  Donated by Chris Packham
Lot 48 Signed Chris Packham Book - Back to Nature  Donated by Chris Packham
Lot 49 The Disappearance of Butterflies signed book  Donated by Polity Books
Lot 50 Framed Royal Mail Brilliant Bug Stamps   Donated by Royal Mail
Lot 51 English honey set from Haughton Honey   Donated by Haughton Honey
Lot 52 Gardeners Rescue Set     Donated by Willow Beauty Products
Lot 53 Four Hands Butterfly Tealight    Donated by www.fourhands.co.uk
Lot 54 Fine Bone China Butterfly Set     Donated by Roy Kirkham
Lot 55 Matching Privet Hawk-moth jug and apron   Donated by Creature Candy
Lot 56 Mint condition Irish Butterfly Stamps    Donated by Butterfly Conservation
Lot 57 Exclusive set of 5 butterfly & moth badges   Donated by Butterfly Conservation
Lot 58 Exclusive set of 5 butterfly & moth badges   Donated by Butterfly Conservation
Lot 59 Signed book and Q&A with author Martin Warren  Donated by Martin Warren
Lot 60 Posh Pooches Purse (five available)   Donated by Constance Wood
Lot 61 Royal Mail British Birds Stamps (1980)   Donated by Paul Sutton-Adam
Lot 62 Royal Mail Insects Stamps (1985)    Donated by Paul Sutton-Adam
Lot 63 Royal Mail Butterflies Stamps (1981)   Donated by Paul Sutton-Adam



British Swallowtail
Weekend Break

Donated by Greenwings

A holiday for one to explore 
the Norfolk Broads in search of 
the iconic and beautiful British 
Swallowtail.

This four-day break is led 
by Patrick Barkham, keen 
naturalist, natural history writer 
for the Guardian and author of 
The Butterfly Isles, and offers 
the chance to spend time 
observing and photographing 
the British Swallowtail in its only 
natural habitat in the country. 

You’ll also enjoy an electric 
‘Swallowtail Safari’ boat 
trip, hear an entertaining 
evening talk from Patrick and 
experience at least one moth 
trapping session to open and 
view a previous night’s catch.

The trip takes place from 11th 
June to 14th June 2021. Find out 
more at https://greenwings.co/
our-holidays/

Classic car ride with 
wildlife walk

Donated by Maurice Avent

Enjoy a chauffeur driven trip 
in the 1925 ‘Avengers’ 3 litre 
Bentley to a private SSSI valley 
near Castle Combe for a two-
hour butterfly and moth walk 
for two people; including 
either lunch or dinner in a local 
hostelry.

An all-inclusive overnight 
stay at Manor Farmhouse in 
Biddestone, Wiltshire, will be 
available to the successful 
bidder without charge. 

Your host will be Maurice Avent, 
a butterfly and moth enthusiast 
and past Chairman of the 
Butterfly Conservation Society.

This promises to be a unique 
experience and one not to be 
missed! 

Dates between 1st May and 
31st August to be arranged with 
the winning bidder.

4 night Cumbria stay 

with butterfly tours
Donated by Chris & Claire Winnick

Enjoy a four-night, full-board 
stay in a Victorian Vicarage in 
Kendal for up to four people 
this June with two days of 
guided walks to some of the 
best butterfly sites in Cumbria.

Led by local lepidopterist 
Chris Winnick, this promises 
to be a fascinating experience 
with the chance to spot some 
rare species such as: Small 
Blue, Duke of Burgundy, Pearl 
Bordered Fritillary, Small Pearl 
Bordered Fritillary, Marsh 
Fritillary and Dingy Skipper.

Please note, this is not a guest 
house but the home of your 
hosts. However, there is a 
separate lounge for those 
who want more privacy. The 
rooms each have a king size 
bed, although a twin room is 
available if preferred.  

Dates to be arranged with the 
winning bidder.

Experiences
After spending most of 2020 unable to experience much outside of our homes, we’re offering you 
the chance to experience something new in 2021. Please note, in the event that your experience is 
unable to go ahead due to Covid-19 restrictions, we will rearrange for the following year.
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Purple Emperor 
Safari

Donated by Knepp Safaris

The Purple Emperor has 
enchanted butterfly lovers 
for centuries, and here is 
your chance to see them on 
a Walking Butterfly Safari at 
Knepp – home to the largest 
colony in the UK – on 18th July 
2021. 

Walking will be at a gentle 
pace for about 2 ½ hours, 
with frequent stops for 
emperor spotting. You’ll need 
a moderate level of fitness and 
be able to cope with walking on 
uneven ground.

Marsh Fritillary
walk with scientist
Donated by Butterfly Conservation

Enjoy a guided walk around the 
beautiful Alners Gorse Butterfly 
Reserve, Dorset in search of the 
Marsh Fritillary.

Led by Senior Conservation 
Manager Dr Caroline Bulman, 
who studied the Marsh Fritillary 
for her PhD, this promises to be 
a fascinating experience.

The walk will last up to three 
hours and will take place 
between mid-May to the end of 
June. Dates to be arranged with 
the winning bidder. Please note 
the reserve is not suitable for 
wheelchairs.

Cryptic Wood White
walk in N.Ireland

Donated by Butterfly Conservation

This is a unique opportunity 
to join one of Butterfly 
Conservation’s conservation 
officers (Rose Cremin) on a 
private tour for up to six people 
in search of the Cryptic Wood 
White, which is only found in 
Northern Ireland within the UK. 

The tour can be arranged for 
a number of sites in County 
Antrim, including Lagan Valley, 
Craigavon Lakes and Cave Hill.

Dates to be arranged between 
the end of May to mid-June. The 
walk will take place between 
10am to 3pm.

04 05 06

Champagne tour of 
Spencer House 
Donated by Spencer House

Spencer House is London’s 
most magnificent 18th-century 
aristocratic palace, and this is 
your chance to have a private 
tour for up to 6 people with 
champagne.

Built between 1756-1766 for 
John, first Earl Spencer, an 
ancestor of Diana, Princess of 
Wales.

Gin Cocktail 
Masterclass 

Donated by Bombay Sapphire

Your experience begins with 
a fully-guided Discovery 
Experience followed by a 
complimentary cocktail in the 
Mill Bar at Laverstoke Mill, 
Hampshire.

You’ll then be hosted by a Gin 
Experts in a one-hour cocktail 
mixology session. Over 18s 
only. 

Golf four 4 at 
Cumberwell Park
Donated by Cumberwell Park

Awarded four stars in Golf 
World’s Top Courses in Britain, 
Cumberwell Park is set in the 
beautiful Wiltshire countryside 
between Bath and Bradford on 
Avon. 

You can enjoy a round of golf 
on this 400 acre course for four 
people Monday to Friday

07 08 09
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Online Gin Tasting - Papillon Gin
Donated by Papillon Gin

Discover more about the award-winning Papillon Gin, which is 
produced from the stunning environment of Dartmoor National 
Park. You’ll be provided with 1 taster bottle of Papillon Gin (5cl), 
1 taster bottle of Carabus Gin (5cl) and accompanying tonics. The 
session will begin with owner Claire Hyne sharing the story behind 
the brand and its connection with Butterfly Conservation. She will 
then lead you through your tasting experience. It will last for up to 
45 minutes and is for a maximum of six people. Please note the 
tasters will be sent to a single address only. Date to be arranged.14

Online eco cheese 
tasting experience
Donated by Cambridge Cheese Co

You’ll receive three sets 
containing five cheeses (75g 
each) from artisan makers. 
Each portion pack comes with 
accompaniments and crackers 
and is suitable for up to two 
adults sharing. Each portion 
pack can be delivered to an 
address of your choice or 
collected from the store.

The online experience will take 
place from 7pm to 8.30pm on 
Thursday 15th April via Zoom.

Please note there are two 
cheese experiences avaiable so 
you will be joined by up to six 
other people on the Zoom call.

Find out more about the 
Cambridge Cheese Co here.

Two tickets: Eugene 
Onegin opera

Donated by Karen & Mike Goldie-Morrison 

Enjoy the wonders of the opera 
outside in the stunning gardens 
of West Green House, which 
opera critic Michael White 
called “his favourite venue” for 
Country House Opera.

Tchaikovsky’s best loved opera 
is being performed on August 
1st as part of a week-long 
opera festival, which sees a 
purpose-built theatre built in 
the gardens.

Plus, after the opera concludes, 
you’ll be able to explore 
these wonderful gardens and 
watch as the Lake Field, water 
gardens and follies are lit to 
create a “fete champetre”, a 
performance. 

Overnight stay in 
Winchester City
Donated by Mercure Hotels

Enjoy an overnight stay in a 
four-star hotel in the heart of 
historic Winchester. Mercure 
Winchester Wessex Hotel is 
centrally located with stunning 
views over Winchester’s 
magnificent cathedral, which is 
just a short stroll away. 

It is also close to many 
attractions of this historic 
city making it perfect for 
sightseeing and exploring, plus 
you’re also a short distance 
from Butterfly Conservation’s 
Magdalen Hill Down, which 
is famous for its Adonis Blue 
butterflies. You will enjoy one 
night bed and breakfast in 
a classic double room. The 
voucher expires on 31.12.2021.
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Equipment
Explore the range of equipment being auctioned off to help you attract or spot more species. 

Traveller BGA ED 
8x32 Binoculars

Donated by Opticron

“Smaller, lighter, brighter, 
sharper” – the Traveller BGA ED 
breaks new ground for 32mm 
field binoculars. 

Manufactured to the highest 
standards, the Traveller BGA ED 
offers the outdoor sports and 
wildlife enthusiast a new and 
exciting alternative to premium 
brands at a fraction of the 
price.

Moth trap with
online masterclass

Donated by NHBS

The NHBS Moth Trap is a 
lightweight and highly portable 
trap measureing approximately 
30cm (w) x 30cm (d) x 50cm (h) 
and weighing around 2kg.

You’ll also get an exclusive 
masterclass with moth expert 
Dr Zoe Randle. She’ll join you 
for an hour-long online session 
where she’ll explain how to get 
the most out of your moth trap.

Nylon top Kite net 
(frame and net bag)

Donated by Watkins & Doncaster

Get a closer look at butterflies 
and other insects. This nylon-
topped frame construction 
gives a better-balanced frame 
with less risk of damage when 
catching insects on the ground. 

A short brass handle is 
supplied. Extension handles can 
be added but are not included. 
It comes with a soft durable net 
bag with reinforced heading. 

Bird Feeding Bundle
Donated by CJ Wildlife

This set includes the CJ Wildlife Niagara Hanging Table, which 
comes with a sturdy and weather-resistant suspension cable with 
which to hang. You’ll also get 5kg of Vitality Bird Seed Mix to help 
keep your garden birds healthy and a handy window ID chart will 
show you 23 of Britain’s most common garden birds.18

Turn to page 13 fo child-friendly equipment, including a Butterly and  Bug Bundle                                 
from CJ Wildlife, which includes a build-your-own butterfly house and bug viewer.
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Pair of Heritage Apple Trees
Donated by Habitat Aid

Apple orchards - even just a few trees - are brilliant for wildlife. 
They’re one of our richest habitats and home to an army of flying, 
creeping, buzzing, knocking, animals. Play your part to help nature 
by bidding on this pair of Heritage Apple Trees. Please note: the 
trees will be delivered in November.

Boxwild Bird Feeding Hamper
Donated by Boxwild

The perfect gift for any bird lover. It features a seed feeder, a 
sunflower seed feeder and a filled fat ball feeder. Plus you’ll also 
get the four seed blends, which includes the Spring Blend which 
is formulated to support health egg production, a scoop and two 
coco feeders. It comes presented in a hamper box (30cm x 40cm).

Adult apparel
Show your support for butterflies and moths with some stylish clothing and accessories. 
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Sophia Webster 
‘Chiara’ Sandals
Donated by Sophia Webster

Be the belle of the ball with 
these red and pink Chiara’ 
stiletto sandals from award-
winning designer Sophia 
Webster.

These leather shoes boast a 
butterfly motif at the back 

Available sizes: 37.5, 38, 39 and 
39.5.

Butterfly & Moth 
Clothing Bundle

Donated by Teemill

Show off your support for 
butterflies and moths with our 
unisex Save the Butterflies 
bundle from Teemill. 

All items are made from super 
soft certified organic fabrics in 
a renewable energy powered 
factory. Available in both male 
and female sizing.

Butterflies Weekend 
Oundle Bag

Donated by Sophie Allport

This handy weekend bag is 
perfect for overnight stays or 
short breaks away. It features 
colourful butterflies fluttering 
on a dusty blue background. 
There are two internal open 
pockets and one practical inner 
zipped pocket, perfect for 
storing valuables or essentials 
that you need on hand.

21 22 23
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Joanna Lumley’s 
fish brooch

Donated by Joanna Lumley

Own an item from Joanna 
Lumley’s personal jewellery 
collection. 

The actress has donated her 
‘adored fish brooch’, which 
features a swoop of fishes 
glinting past in a stream. 
The brooch – which she 
recommends wearing with coat, 
jersey, hat or beret, also comes 
with a handwritten note for the 
winning bidder.

Eco silver butterfly 
bracelet

Donated by Fen & Co

This beautiful adjustable bangle 
features a hand forged brass 
butterfly upon a 2mm thick eco 
sterling silverband. The bracelet 
is lightly sanded to give it a 
stylish matt texture. 

This timeless bracelet works 
well as both a going out 
statement piece or a classy day 
piece. The bracelet comes gift 
wrapped in a branded box with 
plastic free packaging.

Ladies grey & gold 
plated watch

Donated by Limit Watches

Portray your feminine side 
with Limit and this divine range 
of ladies watches. The ‘Secret 
Garden’ collection is inspired by 
the typical British garden and 
an array of natural colours. 

This watch features a round 
rose gold plated case with a 
matt white dial. Clear stones 
mark the hours of 12, 3, 6 and 
9 and it has an applied 3D 
butterfly at the centre.

Jewellery
Explore the wonderful range of wildlife jewellery on offer.

Ladies black watch
Donated by Limit Watches

This beautiful 
black Limit watch 
features a round 
gold plated case 
with a matt white 
dial. Clear stones 
mark the hours of 
12, 3, 6 and 9 and 

it has an applied 3D butterfly at 
the centre.

Ladies pink watch
Donated by Limit Watches

This Limit watch 
features a round 
silver coloured 
case with a 
matt white dial. 
Batons mark 
the hours and 
‘12’ printed at 

the 12 position, a striking pink 
butterfly is at the centre.

28 2927
Ladies white watch

Donated by Limit Watches

This watch 
features a round 
rose gold plated 
case with a 
matt white dial. 
Batons mark the 
hours with ‘12’ 

is printed at the 12 position, a 
striking printed purple butterfly 
is printed at the centre.
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3D Artwork with 
gold leaf butterfly 

Donated by Lorna Doyan

Own an original artwork by 
sculptural 3D butterfly artist 
Lorna Doyan. 

The original white version of my 
classic ‘The One That Got Away’ 
design sees the butterflies 
radiate out from the centre of 
the frame in a circular pattern, 
which has order and symmetry 
only broken by one single 
escaping & precious 24crt gold 
leaf butterfly.

The 3-dimensional aspect 
creates beautiful shadows 
which give the artwork a 
life of its own and changes 
throughout the day in changing 
light situations.

This limited-edition, hand-
crafted piece measures 65 x 
65cm and comes framed and 
ready to hang.

Poplar Hawkmoth 
Artist Proof

Donated by Julia Manning

Own an original piece of art 
from renowned artist Julia 
Manning, whose work can be 
found in the collections of The 
House of Lords, The British 
Embassy in Paris, The British 
Museum.

After being inspired by moth-
trapping in her garden over 
lockdown last year, Julia 
Manning has created a series of 
work called ‘My Garden Moths’, 
and this is your chance to own 
the artist proof of her Poplar 
Hawkmoth. This unframed print 
measures 30cm x 30cm. 

Her work, which is created 
using woodcuts, is a colourful 
celebration of the natural 
world.

To find out more about Julia 
Manning and her work visit 
http://juliamanning.co.uk/

Eyed Hawkmoth 
Original Art

Donated by Julia Manning 

Own an original piece of art 
from renowned artist Julia 
Manning, whose work can be 
found in the collections of The 
House of Lords, The British 
Embassy in Paris, The British 
Museum.

After being inspired by moth-
trapping in her garden over 
lockdown last year, Julia 
Manning has created a series of 
work called ‘My Garden Moths’, 
and this is your chance to own 
a limited-edition print, Eyed 
Hawkmoth.

The piece is created using wood 
and lino cuts and is one of just 
35 prints. It comes unframed 
and measures 55cm x 39cm

To find out more about Julia 
Manning and her work visit 
http://juliamanning.co.uk/

Artwork & Sculptures
Have the beauty of butterflies and moths in your home all year round by bidding on one of our 
unique and stunning pieces of art to suit any location.
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Fungi Felted’s Large 
Blue Felt butterfly

Donated by Rebecca Wheeler

This beautiful and detailed felt 
butterfly is based on the real 
Large Blue butterfly. 

It is needle-felted from 
wool and is mounted onto 
heavyweight watercolour 
paper. 

It comes displayed in a 23cm 
x 23cm rustic wood frame.  
This intricate handmade piece 
would make a perfect gift for 
any nature enthusiast.

Find out more at www.twitter.
com/fungi_felted

Signed Richard 
Lewington Print
Donated by Richard Lewington

For those with an interest in 
insects, Richard Lewington is a 
name you likely know. 

The British wildlife artist is a 
leader in the field of insect 
illustration, and his work is 
found in many lepidoptera 
books, including The Butterflies 
of Britain and Ireland. 

Enjoy his exquisite eye for 
detail with a signed print of 
his beautiful ‘British Blue 
Butterflies’ artwork, which 
comes framed.

Marbled White 
charcoal drawing

Donated by Kate Lynch

Own an original piece of 
art from rural documentary 
artist Kate Lynch. Drawn in 
willow charcoal onto paper, 
this piece depicts a Marbled 
White butterfly on the cliffs 
surrounded by knapweed.

The piece comes unmounted 
and measures 22 x 26cm.

Kate Lynch is an award-winning 
artist who lives in Somerset 
and regularly runs expressive 
charcoal drawing workshops. 
Find out more at https://www.
katelynch.co.uk/ 

33 34 35

3D Butterfly Framed Poster
Donated by Butterfly Conservation

A beautiful, full colour framed A3 poster showing 47 of the most 
widespread butterflies found throughout the British Isles and 
Europe. Please note: Two of the butterflies do not ‘pop up’ (the 
Small Heath and Green Hairstreak).These butterflies never open 
their wings to sun themselves, so only their undersides are shown.

Butterfly Poster (Flat or 3D)
Donated by Butterfly Conservation

A beautiful, full colour poster showing 47 of the most widespread 
butterflies found throughout the British Isles and Europe. This 
unframed poster measures 42 x 30cm and can be turned into a 3D 
poster by pushing the butterflies out, although please note: two of 
the butterflies in this collection do not ‘pop up’.

36
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Peacock Butterfly 
Hibernating
Donated by JK Brown

Own a one-off sculpture from 
artist JK Brown, who is known 
internationally for transforming 
everyday waste metal into 
realistic animal forms.

The Peacock Butterfly, which 
is approximately 9inches high, 
is made with scrap metal 
including bicycle spokes, 
rusty nails and parts of an old 
wheelbarrow.

This piece is intended for 
inside use and is unsuitable for 
children.

Signed Richard 
Lewington Print
Donated by Richard Lewington

For those with an interest in 
insects, Richard Lewington is 
a name you likely know. The 
British wildlife artist is a leader 
in the field of insect illustration, 
and his work is found in many 
lepidoptera books, including 
The Butterflies of Britain and 
Ireland. 

Enjoy his exquisite eye for 
detail with a signed print of the 
Small Blue life-cycle from 1991. 

This print comes unframed.

Signed Gordon 
Beningfield Print
Donated by Gordon Beningfield

This beautiful framed painting 
of the High Brown Fritillary was 
painted by former President of 
Butterfly Conservation, Gordon 
Beningfield.

Beningfield was a wildlife artist, 
broadcaster and naturalist 
known for his watercolour 
artworks, most notably of 
butterflies.

This is one of a set of limited 
edition prints donated to 
Butterfly Conservation..

38 39

Child-friendly items
Help young people fall in love with butterflies and nature by bidding on one of our child-friendly 
items.

40

Sophia Webster ‘Chiara’ Sandals 
for Children
Donated by Sophia Webster

The Sophia Webster ‘Chiara’ junior sandals are perfect for any little 
princess. The sandals come in a bold red and pink and feature a 
butterfly wing on the back.

These sandals are available in the following sizes: 27, 28 or 30.41
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Colour-in Butterfly 
Bundle 

Donated by Eatsleepdoodle.co.uk

Colour in butterflies and 
discover their beautiful 
patterns with this collection of 
fun butterfly gifts. 

This bundle features a 
pillowcase, crossbody bag, 
pencil case, placement mat 
and set of washable fabric 
pens, so you can colour in and 
personalise the textiles time 
and time again. 

Find out more at 
EatSleepDoodle.co.uk

Children’s Butterfly 
& Bugs Bundle

Donated by CJ Wildlife

Keep your young ones 
entertained with the children’s 
butterfly bundle from CJ 
Wildlife.

This exclusive bundle includes 
a Dana House Butterfly Kit so 
your children can have fun 
making a butterfly house of 
their own. 

Plus, they can learn more about 
the world’s butterfly species 
with the Butterfly Wings Game. 
This fun and education memory 
game comes complete with a 
mini dossier on each species. 

You’ll also get the Wallace Bug 
Viewer – which comes with a 
giant magnifying glass to help 
you get a closer look at bugs 
and other insects.

Signed book with 
storytelling session

Donated by Ewa Prokop 

Join author Ewa Prokop for an 
online video reading of her 
children’s book ‘Darwin’s Wild 
Pursuits Around Downe’, plus 
receive a signed copy of the 
book (with an inscription of the 
winner’s choice) and a unique 
mug featuring an illustration 
from the book.

The book features 14 short 
stories set at Down House – 
the home of scientist Charles 
Darwin - and the surrounding 
countryside.

The fourteen stories are based 
on many true facts gleaned 
from the writings of Charles 
Darwin and his family and help 
children to understand aspects 
of evolution and inheritance. 

42 43 44

Butterfly Farm family season pass
Donated by Stratford Butterfly Farm

Enjoy the UK’s largest tropical butterfly paradise all year round 
with your own annual season pass.

Stratford Butterfly Farm, situated in the historic market town of 
Stratford-upon-Avon, is home to hundreds of the world’s most 
beautiful butterflies flying in an exotic environment of tropical 
blossom with splashing waterfalls and fish filled pools. 

The annual family season pass is valid for 2 adults and 2 children.45
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Hamper from HRH 
The Prince of Wales 

Donated by HRH Prince Charles

The bespoke gardening hamper 
from the Highgrove estate 
includes: two fine bone china 
‘Gardener’s Mugs’, a recycled 
wool throw/picnic rug, a copy 
of the hardback book ‘HRH 
The Prince of Wales Highgrove: 
A Garden Celebrated’, five 
slate seedling markers and 
five slate plant markers, an 
Ivory ‘Highgrove’ Candle Pot, 
a Highgrove Feathers Ivory 
Tapered Plant Pot, a Stars in the 
Sky’ Slate Plaque which reads 
‘The flowers in the garden are 
a reflection of the stars in the 
sky’ and a ‘Delights the Eye’ 
Decorative Maple Leaf, which 
is suitable for use indoors or 
out and features the quote ‘A 
garden which delights the eye, 
feeds the heart and warms the 
soul’.

The hamper comes presented 
in a beautiful Highgrove 
branded 22” wicker basket.

Book signed by 
Chris Packham
Donated by Chris Packham

One thing has become clear 
this year - we need nature more 
than ever. And it needs us too.

From our balconies and 
gardens to our woodlands, 
national parks and beyond, 
Back to Nature captures 
the essence of how we feel 
about the wildlife outside our 
windows. 

Through personal stories, 
conservation breakthroughs 
and scientific discoveries, 
Packham’s latest book - co-
authored by Megan McCubbin 
- explores the wonder and the 
solace of nature, and the ways 
in which we can connect with it 
– and protect it.

The book has been signed 
by author and Butterfly 
Conservation Vice President 
Chris Packham.

Two copies are available.

Signed Disappearance 

of Butterflies book 
Donated by Wiley Books 

The Disappearance of 
Butterflies is the latest book 
from eminent entomologist and 
award-winning author Josef H. 
Reichholf. 

Throughout the book Reichhold 
takes us on a journey into the 
wonderful world of butterflies 
- from the small nymphs 
that emerge from lakes in air 
bubbles to the trusting purple 
emperors drunk on toad poison 
- and immerses us in a world 
that we are in danger of losing 
forever.  

Step by step he explains the 
science behind this impending 
ecological disaster, and shows 
how it is linked to pesticides, 
over-fertilization and the 
intensive farming practices of 
the agribusiness.

The book has been signed by 
the author, Josef H. Reichholf.

Miscellaneous items
From signed books to bug stamps, honey to handcream, tealights to a tea set, explore our 
wonderful range of miscellaneous items avaialble to bid on.
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Framed Royal Mail 
Brilliant Bug Stamps 

Donated by Royal Mail

Own a framed collectable 
keepsake of Royal Mail’s 
Brilliant Bug Stamps, which 
features beautiful illustrations 
by acclaimed wildlife illustrator 
Richard Lewington and 
fascinating facts about six 
species of pollinating insects 
written by Helen Roy MBE. 

The stamps include the Painted 
Lady butterfly and the Elephant 
Hawk-moth.

The stamps are individually 
mounted in a black ash-effect 
frame (33.5cm x 23.5cm).

English Honey Set 
by Haughton Honey

Donated by Haughton Honey

Try the entire range of English 
honey produced by Haughton 
Honey. 

This pack includes two jars of 
its flagship wildflower blossom 
honey, one jar of Heather 
honey, which is known as the 
‘Champagne’ of honeys for its 
distinctive floral aroma and 
an intense flavour, and one 
jar of CBD honey, which uses 
cannabis oil as one ingredient, 
and when stirred into warm 
milk each night is said to help 
you have a calm and restful 
sleep.

Gardeners Rescue 
Beauty Set

Donated by Willow Beauty

The perfect box set for any 
garden enthusiast filled with 
natural and organic products to 
keep your hands, feet and body 
soft and supple. 

The set includes: Luxury 
Organic Foot Cream with 
Comfrey, wooden foot file, 
Jasmine & Geranium soap filled 
exfoliating Bath Mitt, Sorbet 
Glow Vitamin Lip Oil and Rose & 
Argan Hand Cream. 

Willow is a British brand that 
creates natural and organic, 
paraben-free skincare & gifts. 
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Four Hands Butterfly Tealight
Donated by Four Hands

Enjoying watching butterflies flicker on your walls with this 
wonderful tealight. This stylish and elegant tealight holder is hand 
etched by the owners of Four Hands, and is ideal as a gift or as a 
beautiful addition to your home. It is approximately 10cm x 10m. 
Discover more at www.fourhands.co.uk

Fine Bone China Tea Set
Donated by Roy Kirkham

Enjoy your tea in style with this Fine Bone China set from Roy 
Kirkham.

The butterfly-themed set features six mugs, 4 packs of coasters, a 
tray and a tea cosy.

53
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Matching moth jug 
and apron 

Donated by Creature Candy

Make your kitchen more 
beautiful with an elegant fine 
bone china moth jug and 
matching apron.

Both items features a beautiful 
hand drawn image of a Privet 
Hawk-moth, along with 
descriptive text about this 
species. 

Discover more at 
creaturecandy.co.uk

Mint Condition Irish 
Butterfly Stamps 

Donated by Butterfly Conservation

Four beautiful Eire stamps 
published in 2000.

They feature the following 
species: Peacock, Small 
Tortoiseshell, Orange-tip and 
Silver-washed Fritillary.  

The stamps come in a 
presented in a folder which 
provides more information 
about each species.

Set of 5 butterfly 
and moth badges

Donated by Butterfly Conservation

Secure yourself one of the last 
sets of Butterfly Conservation 
pin badges. 

The full set features five 
species: Adonis Blue, Emperor 
Moth, Marbled White, Small 
Copper, and the Purple 
Emperor.

There are two sets available. 
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Signed book & Q&A with Martin Warren
Donated by Martin Warren

Butterflies: A Natural History is a unique take on butterfly 
behaviour and ecology, written by the former Chief Executive of 
Butterfly Conservation, Martin Warren. The book explores the 
secret lives of our British species, revealing how they have become 
adapted to survive in such a highly competitive natural world.

59
As well as a signed copy of the book, you’ll also be able to join author Martin Warren for a one-hour 
online Q&A session. The date of the online session be arranged with the winning bidder.

Posh Pooches Purse (5 available)
Donated by Constance Wood

This handmade Posh Pooches purse is perfect for storing make 
up, feminine items, doggie treats or keys and documents. This 
washable, cotton purse come with a cream cotton lining and top 
zip fastener. The front of the purse is blue and features different 
breeds of dogs, while the back is black and features a cream band 
with dog collars and leads.
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Thank you again to everyone who kindly donated to our auction:

 Bombay Sapphire, Boxwild, Cambridge Cheese Company, Chris & Claire Winnick, Chris Packham, CJ Wildlife, Creature 

Comforts, Cumberwell Park, Eat Sleep Doodle, Ewa Prokop, Fenn and Co, Four Hands, Greenwings, Habitat Aid, Haugh-

ton Honey, HRH Prince Charles, JK Brown, Joanna Lumley, Julia Manning, Karen & Mike Goldie-Morrison, Kate Lynch, 

Knepp, Limit Watches, Lorna Doyan, Martin Warren, Maurice Avent, Mercure Winchester Wessex, NHBS, Opticron, Paul 

Sutton-Adam Rebecca Wheeler (@fungi_felted), Richard Lewington, Roy Kirkham, Royal Mail, Sophia Webster, Sophie 

Allport, Spencer House, Stratford Butterfly Farm, Teemill, Watkins & Doncaster, Wiley Books and Willow Beauty Products.

How to Bid
Visit www.givergy.uk/ButterflyConservation and follow the instructions below to place a bid.

Royal Mail 
British Birds Stamps 

Donated by Paul Sutton-Adam

Released on 16 January 1980, 
these stamps were affixed to 
specially designed envelopes 
and postmarked on the first 
day they were issued.
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Royal Mail 

Insects Stamp 
Donated by Paul Sutton-Adam

Released on 12 March 1985, 
these stamps were affixed to 
specially designed envelopes 
and postmarked on the first 
day they were issued.

Royal Mail 
Butterflies Stamps 

Donated by Paul Sutton-Adam

Released on 13 May 1981, 
these stamps were affixed to 
specially designed envelopes 
and postmarked on the first 
day they were issued.


